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Abstract 
W e  derived a quant i tat ive  measure of t he  ability 
of a camera setup t o  observe the  changes in im- 
age features  due t o  relative m o t i o n  [ I O ] .  Thrs  
measure of motion perceptibility has m a n y  ap- 
plications in evaluating a robot hand /eye  setup 
w i th  respect t o  t h e  ease of achieving vision-based 
control, and  steering away  f r o m  singular config- 
urat ions.  M o t i o n  perceptibil i ty can be combined 
w i th  t h e  traditional n o t i o n  of manipulabi l i ty ,  i n t o  
a composi te  perceptibility/manipulability measure.  
I n  this paper w e  demonstrate  how this  compos- 
i te  measure m a y  be applied t o  a n u m b e r  of dif-  
f e ren t  problems involving relative hand /eye  posi-  
t ioning and  control.  T h e s e  problems include opti-  
m a l  camera placement ,  act ive  camera trajectory 
p lann ing ,  robot trajectory planning,  and  feature 
selection f o r  visual servo control.  W e  consider 
the  general f o rmula t ion  of each of these problems,  
and several others ,  in t e r m s  of t he  m o t i o n  percep- 
t ibi l i ty /manipulabi l i ty  measure and i l lustrate the  
solut ion f o r  part icular  hand /eye  configwratzons. 

1 Introduction 
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in visual 

servo control of robotic manipulators [l]. A typical visual 
servo setup includes a robot and either a fixed supervisory 
camera (e.g. [4, 111) or a camera mounted directly on the 
robot (e.g. [7, 131). In either case, the image observed by 
the camera changes due to motion of the robot. Visual 
servo controllers compute a control input for the robot based 
on the relationship of differential changes in the image to 
differential changes in the configuration of the robot. This 
relationship is captured by the image Jacobian [Z, 131. 

Most visual servo controllers are designed so that the 
error signal is defined directly in terms of some set of image 
features (image-based control), rather than in terms of the 
absolute position of the robot (position-based control) [l]. 
Therefore, how the image features change with the motion of 
the robot has a direct effect on the performance of a visual 
servo control system. For example, if a large motion of 
the robot produces very little change in the image features, 
then it may be difficult to use the differential change in the 
measured features to derive the control input. Hence there 
is a need for some quantitative measure of the ability to 
observe changes in the image features with respect to the 
motion of the robot. 

Similar concern with respect to the differential change in 
the end-effector position (and orientation) relative to change 
in the joint configuration resulted in the definition of the 
term manipulabi l i ty  [14] or dexteri ty  [3]. These measures, 
which depend on the particular robot mechanism and its 
posture, capture a sense of how far the robot is from a 
singular configuration. For robot control, singular config- 
urations are undesirable since a t  those configurations the 
ability to move along one or more dimensions of the task 
space is lost. The manipulability measures are thus used in 
designing robot mechanisms or in determining the optimal 
configuration with respect to robot control. 

In this paper, we are concerned with the notion of m o -  
t ron  perceptibility, whose purpose is to quantify the ability 
of the computer vision system to perceive certain robot mo- 
tions. Analogous to the motion of a robot end-effector, the 
“motion” of the image features may be near singular config- 
urations with respect to the object that the camera is ob- 
serving. The motion perceptibility measure gives a sense of 
how far the camera/object configuration is from the visual 
singularities. Motion perceptibility may be combined in a 
intuitive manner with the classical manipulability measure 
to give a composite perceptibility/manipulability measure. 
The composite perceptibility/manipulability can be used as 
a performance measure for driving several applications in vi- 
sual servo control. We explore several of these applications 
with the help of examples involving different hand/eye con- 
figurations. 

2 Motion Perceptibility 
Let J, be the Jacobian matrix that relates differential 

changes in the visual features observed by a camera to dif- 
ferential changes in the position of the robot 

ir = J,i. (1) 
where v is a vector of observed image features, and r denotes 
a configuration of the robot tool. 

In [lo] we introduced a measure of m o t i o n  perceptibil i ty,  
that quantifies the magnitude of changes to image features 
that result from motion of the tool. We denote this measure 
by w v ,  defined by 

w, = l/m 
In general there are three cases to consider, depending 

on the dimensions of J, . In this paper, we consider only the 
case in which J, E R”’”. In this case we have 

w, = Idet(J,)I. ( 3 )  
There are other quantitative methods that have been 

used to evaluate the perceptibility of motion. For exam- 
ple, in the context of feature selection, Feddema [2] has 
used the condition number for the image Jacobian, given 
by IIJ.l~l~J.-’~l. Nelson and Khosla have proposed resolv- 
ability [6], which is similar to motion perceptibility that we 
have introduced in [lo]. Designing a visual servo control 
system requires concern for both motion perceptibility, and 
for how effectively the robot can manipulate objects in cer- 
tain configurations. The concept of manipulability has been 
formalized by Yoshikawa [14], and is defined by 

W T  = (4) 

where J, E R”’“ is the manipulator Jacobian matrix given 
by i- = JTq, (in which q is the vector of robot joint velocities 
and i. is the vector of the end effector velocities). 

I t  is straight forward to combine motion perceptibility 
with manipulability by noting that 

(5) 
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Figure 1: Two hand/eye configurations with a movable 
camera and a 2-dof planar robot. In  (a) the  orientation 
of the camera is fixed, parallel t o  the  world z-axis, while 
in (b) the  camera always points toward the  origin of the  
world coordinate frame. 

Here, the composite Jacobian J, relates differential 
changes in configuration of the robot to differential changes 
in the observed visual features. We define a composite mea- 
sure of perceptibility/manipulability as, 

w = d d e t ( J T J c ) .  ( 6 )  

Note that this applies only to a non-redundant robot; the 
case of redundant robot has been treated in [g]. w mea- 
sures the perceptibility of the joint velocity rather than the 
perceptibility of motion of the robot tool. In this case, if a 
particular joint motion cannot be perceived, there are two 
possible causes: the vision system cannot observe the cor- 
responding motion of the tool (a singularity in the image 
Jacobian), or the robot is in a configuration in which certain 
tool velocities are not possible (a singularity in the manip- 
ulator Jacobian). For the case of redundant robots, ui = 0, 
since rank(J rJ , )  5 m < n and JTJc E RnXn.  In general, 
w # wvwT, except in the special non-redundant case when 
n = m = k. The equality (w = wvwr), is achieved in this 
case because both J, and J,, are square matrices [9] 

3 Visual Servo Control Setups 
In this section, we introduce the visual servo control 

setups that we will use to study the application of the 
motion perceptibility, wv,  and the composite perceptibil- 
ity/manipulability, w. 

A 2-DQF Planar Arm. First we consider two exam- 
ples, each involving a two-link planar arm and a moveable 
camera. In each case, we define the task space to be the set 
of positions that the robot tool can reach. We parameterize 
the task space by (z,y), the position in the plane of the 
robot's tool center, P. The configuration space of the robot 
can be parameterized by the two joint angles, (&,&) .  For 
the first example, we fix the orientation of the camera such 
that its optical axis is parallel to the z-axis of the world 
coordinate frame. This setup is illustrated in Figure la.  
For the second example, we constrain the camera to always 
point toward the origin of the world coordinate frame, as 
illustrated in Figure lb .  In each case, we parameterize the 
camera configuration by the spherical coordinates (R,  e,+).  

For visual servo control of the 2-DOF robot, two image 
parameters are sufficient. Here, we use the image coordi- 
nates (U,  U )  of the point P. We assume that the end effector 
is always in the field of view of the camera, so that the image 
of P can be extracted. For this case, we have the following: 

J F  = [ - I 1  sin01 - 22 sin(6'1 + 0,) - Z Z  sin(& + 02) ] zl cos el + z2 cos(el + e,) z, cos(ol + e,) 

Figure 2: T h e  schematic of the  second handleye config- 
uration with a movable camera and a 3-dof puma-type 
robot. 

-,I ' i o  
(7) 

Since J, and J, are square matrices, we have 

A 3-DOF PUMA-type Arm. Here we consider a 
Puma-type robot with three degrees of freedom, and a move- 
able camera. We define the task space to be the set of 
positions that the robot tool can reach, parameterized by 
(z, y, z ) .  The configuration space of the robot can be param- 
eterized by the three joint angles, (81,02, 0 3 ) .  We constrain 
the camera to always point toward the origin of the world 
coordinate frame, as illustrated in Figure 2, and we parame- 
terize the camera configuration by the spherical coordinates 

To achieve the necessary servo control, we track three 
image features. Here we use the feature vector [UI, u1, U Z ] ~ ,  
where u;,u; are the image plane coordinates of a point P, 
on the robot end effector (note that we do not use v2 in this 
example). The points PI and P2 are illustrated in Figure 
2.  The calculation of J, and J, is straightforward, and are 
omitted here. As above, because both J, and J, are square, 
w = W V W T .  

(R,  0, 4) .  

4 Applications 

4.1 Optimal Camera Positioning 
Here we will address the problem of optimal camera ptace- 

ment for a fixed camera system that is used to control a 
robot performing some predetermined motion, e.g. a robot 
grasping an object. 

We briefly formalize the problem of optimal camera 
placement with respect to our composite measure of per- 
ceptibility/manipulability w. With respect to percepti- 
bility, we do not address issues related to other camera 
placement criteria, e.g, occlusion, field of view, depth of 
field, focus, etc.  These issues have been addressed in [8, 
121. In fact, the methods presented in [12] produce a set of 
constraints on camera position and orientation that could 
be used ils additional constraints in the optimization process 
discussed here. 
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8 = ~ f 4 ;  81 = 82 = ~ f 4  
&(r) = 2nr, for r = 0 to r = 1 

4 = T / 6 ;  el = e2 = .ir/4 
@,(T) = 2 ~ r ,  for r = 0 to r = I 

Figure 3: Variation of the performance $ with the cam- Figure 4: Variation of the performance $ with the cam- 
e ra  parameter,  4 for optimal camera positioning for a e ra  parameter,  Q for optimal camera positioning for a 
given robot trajectory (see text) .  given robot trajectory (see text) .  

In order to perform the optimization, we posit the fol- 
lowing performance functional: 

where q, is a vector of camera parameters that  determines 
the camera position and orientation, r ( t )  is the parame- 
terized trajectory followed by the robot end-effector, and 
the integral is taken over the duration of a given trajec- 
tory. With this formulation, the problem of optimal camera 
placement reduces to finding qz such that  

r 

robot trajectory 
I 

optimal 8 = 2.4 rads 

Figure 5 :  Finding t h e  optimal camera position for a 
"') given robot trajectory for the 2-dof planar robot.  

When other viewpoint constraints are taken into account, 
such as those given in [12], C, would be restricted to the set 
of valid camera configurations. 

Consider the problem of optimal camera placement for 
the case of 3-dof puma-type robot setup of section 3, for a 
given trajectory of the robot. Figure 3 shows the variation 
of the performance $ with respect to the camera parame- 
ter, &. The performance is obtained by integrating the com- 
posite perceptibility f manipulability measure over the entire 
robot trajectory. A simple trajectory of the robot is chosen, 
which essentially moves the end-effector in a circular path 
by moving only one joint at  a time. The optimal position of 
the camera correspond to the maxima in the plotted curves. 
Figure 4 shows the corresponding plots when only the cam- 
era parameter 8 is allowed to vary for positioning the cam- 
era. The integration was carried out numerically using the 
XMAPLE software. 

Consider the trajectory of the 2-dof planar robot setup 
in Figure l b ,  obtained by keeping 81 fixed and varying 8 2  as 
a function of the parameter r, as follows: 0 2  = sin(7r7-/2) + 
cos(7rr/2). Figure 5 plots this trajectory and the variation of 
the performance measure + (obtained by integrating w over 
the entire trajectory) as a variation of the camera parameter 
&, giving the optimal camera position as illustrated. 
4.2 Active Camera Trajectory Planning 

In this section, we consider the case when the camera is 
actively moved during the motion of the robot. Camera 
trajectory planning has many applications, particularly for 
repetitive operation of a robot in a very cluttered workspace, 
for example, in welding or painting in a car's interior. The 
implementation could involve two cooperating eye-in-hand 
robot systems, with one robot monitoring the operation of 
the robot performing a given task. This is an example of 

active vision, which holds great promise in improving visual 
servoing as well other vision-based operation [8 ] .  

To optimize the camera trajectory we must find a camera 
trajectory, qz(t)l such that 

+(d(,)) = I n ~ + 4 r 1 q c ) d t .  (11) 

This formulation represents a very difficult optimization 
problem. Furthermore, to ensure a physically realizable 
camera trajectory, kinematic constraints might have to be 
considered as well. In general, this class of problems can 
only be solved by placing strict limitations on the class of 
trajectories that are permitted for the active camera. 

For the following computed examples, to simplify the op- 
timization procedure, we use a greedy algorithm that de- 
termines the locally best move of the camera at  each time 
interval. In particular, if the robot and camera are in con- 
figurations q and qc, respectively, we select 6qE such that 

At each stage, the set of possible choices for 6qc is restricted 
to reflect the set of reachable positions when kinematic con- 
straints are incorporated in the camera motion. The op- 
timization is carried out numerically using the XMAPLE 
software. 

Consider the hand/eye setup of Figure lb ,  where the 
camera is allowed to move only along a circle, defined by fix- 
ing 8 and varying 4 .  Figure 6 shows the result of the active 
camera planning for two different robot trajectories with the 
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restriction that at each step (unit of time) the movement of 
the camera is bounded (0.5 radians). The starting position 
of the camera in both the cases is 4 = 7r/4. The resulting ac- 
tive camera trajectories can be further smoothed to incorpo- 
rate kinematic constraints of the active camera mechanism. 
The two robot trajectories are plotted parametrically and 
the resulting active camera trajectories are shown that op- 
timize the composite perceptibility/manipulability measure 
under the given motion constraints (Figure 6). 

I I 1  I 

(a) robot traj. active camera traj. 

I I 

(b) robot traj. active camera traj. 

Figure 6: The result of active camera trajectory 
planning for optimizing the composite perceptibil- 
ity/manipulability under given constraints, for two dif- 
ferent trajectories of the 2-dof planar robot. 

4.3 Robot Trajectory Planning 
Here we show how the composite measure can be used 

to plan robot trajectories that avoid both kinematic and 
visual singularities. Here, the motion planning problem is to 
find a path from the initial to the final robot configuration, 
while at every stage maintaining the maximum value of the 
composite perceptibility/manipulability measure. 

Again, to simplify the optimization procedure, we use a 
greedy algorithm that determines the locally best move of 
the robot at each time interval. In particular, if the robot 
and camera are in configurations q and qc, respectively, we 
select Sq* such that 

w ( q + 6 q * , q c )  = m a x w ( q + S q , q , ) .  (13) 
6 q  

At each stage, the set of possible choices for 6 q  is restricted 
to reflect the set of reachable positions when kinematic con- 
straints are incorporated in the robot motion. The optimiza- 
tion is carried out numerically using the XMAPLE software. 

To illustrate this without describing a complete motion 
planner, we consider the following situation for the 2-dof 
planar robot. Suppose that the position of the camera in 
the setup of Figure Ib  is fixed, and that a task of the robot 
is defined in terms of just the movement of the first joint 
01. This means that the position of the second joint 02 can 
be arbitrarily changed without affecting the task. This is 
clearly not a realistic scenario. However, it is very similar 
to planning motions with a redundant robot, in which any 
joint velocities that lie in the null space of the manipulator 

Jacobian have a negligible effect on task performance. Fig- 
ure 7 shows the trajectories of the second joint that would 
optimize w under a joint velocity bound that limits the mo- 
tion of the joint to at most 0.5 radians for each unit interval. 
The result shows that the second joint moves to a “good  
position and then remains stationary for the remaining tra-- 
jectory of the first joint. The plots are for two different 
camera positions. 

(a) Q = 0 = 7r/4 (b) Q = 6’ = ~ / 6  

Figure 7: The trajectory of the “redundant” joint 192 

to optimize the composite perceptibility/manipulability 
measure for the task described in text. 

4.4 Simultaneous Camera/Robot Trajectory 

In this section we consider the simultaneous optimization 
of the robot and camera trajectories with respect to the 
composite perceptibility/manipulability measure. To sim- 
plify the optimization procedure, we use a greedy algorithm 
that determines the locally best move of both the robot and 
the camera at each time interval. In particular, if the robot 
and camera are in configurations q and qc, respectively, we 
select 6q,‘ and 6q* such that 

Planning 

Kinematic and dynamic constraints are incorporated into 
the set of possible choices for Sq and 6qc at each stage. A 
weighting factor could be used to determine the relative im- 
portance of optimizing ‘UJ versus the cost of achieving the 
desired joint positions in terms of time or the total joint 
motion. The issue is basically efficiency in the robot trajec- 
tory planning versus the ease of achieving the visual servo 
control. 

We consider again a 2-dof planar robot. We restrict the 
allowable camera and robot motions such that only the cam- 
era 4 and robot joint 6’2 are allowed to change. For a simple 
linear trajectory of 6’1, Figure 8(a) shows the optimal tra- 
jectories for 02 and the camera parameter 4. The maximum 
rate of change for both 0 2  and 4 was set to be 0.5 radians 
per unit time. Figure 8(b) shows the results for a more 
complicated trajectory of 6’1. 
4.5 Feature Selection 

One means of improving visual servoing is to select the 
right set of features from the many possible image features. 
In [2] for example, a method of feature selection was pro- 
posed that weighs several different criteria including pho- 
tometric ones. Here we show how the measure of motion 
perceptibility can be factored into the feature selection pro- 
cess. The goal would be to select those features that will 
not get into “singular” configurations, in which the cha.nge 
in the features becomes small or even zero with robot mo- 
tion. 



I I 1 

given robot motion, 01 ( t )  

I I 1  

optimizing robot motion, &(t )  

L 

active camera motion, $(t)  

Figure 8: Results of simultaneous joint (0,) and camera 
(4) trajectory for optimizing the  composite perceptibil- 
ity/manipulability measure for t h e  given joint trajec- 
tory (61). 

Figure 9: Composite perceptibility/manipulabiIity as 
function of 0 for 4 different subsets of the  features. 

In terms of the image jacobian, each row corresponds to 
one image feature, relating that feature to the differential 
changes in task space parameters. Thus, in terms of the 
motion perceptibility, one could keep a redundant image ja- 
cobian and use a subset of the rows to compute the motion 
perceptibility, thus maximizing its value. In general, given 
k features and the task of controlling m degrees of freedom, 
this simple approach would involve k ! / ( k  - m)! determinant 
computations. However some way of tracking the best can- 
didate features could reduce the computation time. We do 
not consider such a scheme here. Instead we study an exam- 
ple of the feature selection problem for the 3-dof hand/eye 
setup. 

Figure 9 shows the values of the composite perceptibil- 
ity/manipulability plotted against a variation of the camera 
position parameter while using the four different subsets of 
three features from a candidate set of four features. One 
possible strategy would be to pick at  one time the partic- 
ular subset that gives the highest value of the motion per- 
ceptibility. This would involve switching from one subset to 
another at  the cross-over points of the curves in Figure 9. 
In this example, four such “switches” would be necessary. 
For a given servoing task one could a priori divide the oper- 
ating range of a camera/robot system into fixed partitions 
for using a particular subset of features for optimal perfor- 
mance in the visual servo control. Of course this analysis 
would also be coupled with the geometric consideration for 
determining when a feature is not occluded, and other pho- 
tometric considerations [8] .  For example, the lighting could 
determine which features are easiest to track. 
4.6 Motion along Critical Directions 

The motion perceptibility measure, tuu, described above 
is a single scalar quantity that is designed to give a quanti- 
tative assessment of the overall perceptibility of robot mo- 
tions. If motion in any direction is not observable, then 
wv = 0 (in this case J,  is singular). In many tasks, it is 
not important that  the vision system be able to observe ev- 
ery direction of motion with high precision. Consider, for 
example, the peg-in-hole task illustrated in Figure 10. A 
simple strategy is to align the peg with the hole, push the 
peg into the hole. To execute this strategy, it is important 
that the vision system be able to observe motion in direc- 
tions parallel to the surface of the block, but it is much less 
critical that  the vision system be able to precisely observe 
motions in the direction perpendicular to this surface. The 
motion perceptibility, tu,, is not sufficient to capture such 
distinctions. 

~~ 

Figure 10: Example peg-in-hole task.  

We can use the singular value decomposition, J, = 
UCV, to assess the perceptibility of motions in particu- 
lar directions. Specifically, we can determine the magnitude 
of the visual feature velocity for a particular motion i. as 
follows. 

Since U is an orthogonal matrix, 
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Figure 11: Plot of the modified motion perceptibility 
measure ws. viewing angle (e ) .  

By choosing fi as a weighting vector that  expresses the 
relative importance of the perceptibility of the different di- 
rections of robot motion, we can use (20) to evaluate the 
camera configuration. For the example peg-in-hole task, 
assuming that the hole is a perfect circle, we would let 
i. = [0.5 0.5 OIT,  specified in the local frame of the hole. 
The maximum for (20) will be achieved when v1 and v2 
form a basis for the local x-y plane for the hole, and when 
01 and u2 are maximized. The value for ( ~ 3  is irrelevant, 
since, as described above, for this task it is not important 
to observe motion perpendicular to the plane containing the 
hole. Figure 11 shows the value of (20) as a function of 0, 
the orientation of the block (about it’s own y-axis). As can 
be seen in the figure, maxima are achieved when the face 
of the block is parallel to the camera image plane, which 
matches our intuition. 

5 Discussion and Conclusions 
Motion perceptibility represents a single scalar measure, 

corresponding to the volume of the motion perceptibility 
ellipsoid at a particular configuration. Other scalar mea- 
sures could have been used as well, for example, the ra- 
tio of the minimum diameter to the maximum diameter of 
the motion perceptibility ellipsoid. In the related context 
of manipulation, [3] gives a very good discussion for the 
physical meaning and shortcomings of the various dexterity 
measures. These dexterity measures are analogous to the 
motion perceptibility measure presented here. 

Motion perceptibility is a local property of the relative 
hand/eye configurations. If a single camera is to be used for 
multiple tasks, for example, exploring [12] and task monitor- 
ing [SI, then global optimization problems analogous to the 
ones posed in Section 4 would need to be solved. Such opti- 
mizations may be quite difficult t o  perform. Thus, one av- 
enue for future research is to derive approximate techniques 
that give the most importance to the critical parameters in 
determining the camera position at  a given time. 

Despite these limitations, our measure of motion percep- 
tibility captures a very basic property of relative camera 
position in a hand/eye setup. I t  has an intuitive meaning 
and provides a formal basis for positioning a camera rela- 
tive to a robot for controlling an active camera, visual servo 
control, or trajectory planning. We have shown several ex- 
ample scenarios that illustrate the utility of this measure. 
We have shown how motion perceptibility can be combined 
with the manipulability measure given in [14], and explored 

several applications in which this composite measure can be 
used to optimize performance of a hand/eye system. 
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